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J By J Scott Moody Mr, Chairman and Members of the Com- Basic Principles
. Economist . .. h ., t b .,, Tax Foundation mlttee, It IS an onor J.or me 0 appear eJ.ore Our goal is to explain as precisely and as

your committee today on behalf of the Tax clearly as possible the current state of fiscal
Fo~dation to discu~s the impact of tax com- policy in light of established tax principles, so

: pleXlty on small bus~ess~s. that you, the policy makers, have the informa-
I The Tax FoundatIon IS a non-profit, non- tion to make informed decisions. Among

partisan research and public education organi- these principles, several apply to the issue at

hand. A good tax system should: (1) be as
S II rp r, t. ns - those with less than simple as ~ossible; (2) not be r~troa~ti:~; (3)

ma co 0 a 10 be neutral m regard to econoffilc actIvItIes;

$1 million in assets - spent at least 27 times and (4) be stable.
more on compliance as a percentage of Because complying with tax laws is a fixed. cost for any business, it seems likely thatassets than the largest us. corporations - smaller businesses will bear a greater relative

those with $10 billion or more in assets. compliance burden than larger companies. In
fact, this is a common research fmding, and all
the studies the Tax Foundation has ever con-

zation that has monitored fiscal policy at all ducted on tax complexity demonstrate that
levels of government since 1937. The Tax economies of scale exist in tax compliance,
Foundation is neither a trade association nor a In 1996, for example, small corporations

- those with less than $1 million in assets-
. . . spent at least 27 times more on compliance asIronically, all of theIr complIance effort IS a percentage of assets than the largest U.S.

essentially for naught from a public finance corporations - those with $10 billion or
Point 01' view because the la rg estf l.rms in mor~ in assets. This is especially important to

1:J consIder because more than 90 percent of all'
f ass~t size, with assets of more than $250 U,.s..corporations have assets of less than $1

millIon, pay well over three-quarters of the million.
1. Ironically, all of their compliance effort is
.1 corporate Income tax take. essentially for naught from a public finance

point of view because the largest flrms in asset
lobbying organization. As such, we do not size, with assets of more than $250 million,
take positions on specific legislative proposals. pay well over three-quarters of the corporate. The Tax Foundation does not receive any fed- income tax take. Clearly, this disproportionate

eral funds. effort by small firms yields a poor cost-benefit
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enactments that have taken place since 1954- such laws. As a general rule, surges in pro-
or approximately one every 1.4 years. posed IRS regulations occur in the ftrst three

years after significant tax legislation has been
. .. enacted. This is perhaps the most important

LearnIng the tax code ... IS an ongoIng reason why the jury is still out on TRA 97's
process of keeping up-to-date with the latest effect on tax simplification. These surges in
leoislative chanoes reoulato ry chanoes and I~S regulatory a~tivity add to the C?st of p!an-

~ ~ , ~ ~ nmg and compliance for small busmesses m

tax court rulings. ... On average, every several ways.
section of the Internal Revenue Code is First, those small businesses affected by

the proposed regulations must, either directly
amended every four years. or indirectly through advisors, ascertain how

the new tax law environment will alter their
This legislative instability, however, does economic circumstanc.es.

not take into account the fact that as tax laws Second, many small businesses (or their
change, so do the regulations that accompany advisors) will expend the resources necessary

Table 1 .-.

Comparison of Subsections in the Internal Revenue Code
1954 and 2000

Number of Sections
in Subchapter Percentage

Subchapter of Income Tax Code 1954 2000 Growth

Determination of Tax Liability 4 50 1150%

Computation of Taxable Income 9 152 1589%

Corporate Distributions and Adjustments 14 35 150%

Deferred Compensation 2 31 1450%

Accounting Periods and Methods 6 33 450%

Tax-Exempt Organizations 4 19 375%
Corporations Used to Avoid

Income Tax on Shareholders 4 27 575%

Banking Institutions 3 8 167%

Natural Resources 3 10 233%

Estates, Trusts, Beneficiaries, Etc. 7 32 357%

Partners and Partnerships 7 36 414%

Insurance Companies 5 30 500%

Regulated Investment Companies, Etc. 1 22 2100%

Tax Based on Income from Within

or Without the United States 9 79 778%

Gain/Loss on Disposition of Property 7 40 471%

Capital Gains and Losses 4 56 1300%

Readjustment of Tax Between
Years and Special Limitations 6 7 17%

Tax Treatment ofS Corporations 0 14 NA

Other (a) 8 44 450%

TOTAL 103 725 604%

(a) Includes all subchapters not explicitly listed as well as Chapters 2-6 of Subtitle A of the
. Internal Revenue Code.

Source: Tax Foundation computations from Internal Revenue Code.
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to comment on the proposed regulations. Conclusion
Finally, once the proposed regulations The tax complexity due to the size and

become finalized, small business owners must instability of the tax code creates two general
learn how the new tax laws and regulations types of economic costs. One is the overhead
interact with the existing body of laws and cost associated with the economically sterile

exercise of tax planning, compliance and litiga-
0 h Ie °t tion The second cost results from the eco-

The benefits of reductng t e tax comp Xt J' no~c opportunities that are foregone because

burden would dramatically benefit small of taxpayer uncertainty.
businesses since they currently bear a Even large businesse~ may not ?e able to

obtain a reasonably certain conclUSIon aboutdisproportionate amount of the burden. how taxation will affect a business plan or

investment, but small businesses are even
regulations so that they can most advanta- more in the dark. If small business owners
geously rearrange their business affairs and cannot accurately predict the tax conse-
portfolios. These rearrangements carry trans- quences of a particular economic activity,
action costs in addition to the cost of tax com- either because of the size or instability in the
pliance. tax code, then tax policy is handicapping the

Between the changes in legislation and growth and dynamism of small businesses and
regulation, the tax code is almost always in a of the entire U.S. economy.
state of fluctuation. Such instability also spills In conclusion, the benefits of reducing the
over into the tax courts. And since it typically tax complexity burden would dramatically
takes a taxpayer's dispute three years to ap- benefit small businesses since they currently
pear on court dockets, small businesses are at bear a disproportionate amount of the burden.
an inherent disadvantage not only in terms of This could be done under a comprehensive
the necessary fmancial commitments but also revision of the tax code guided by established

"' in the necessary time commitments that such tax principles, sucli as those supported by the
. litigation entails. Tax Foundation. In addition, such tax reform,;, , would diminish the need for corrective tax

TAX ~ legislation in the future and thereby increase
FOUNDATION the stability in the tax code and regulations..
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